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Editors’ Note

Kate Alexander-Kirk
It has been an absolute pleasure and a privilege to work with so many extremely talented and diversely
creative artists. We couldn’t have hoped for a more exciting inaugural issue of Zest and we anticipate it’ll
be the first of many! We hope you’ll feel inspired by what you see and read and hear in the pages that
follow. The theme of evolution will be the focus for our second issue and we can’t wait for you to submit
your creations. Please interpret this theme as openly as you wish and bring your own energy, diversity and
uniqueness to it. Thank you for joining us on this ride, hopefully it will bring you as many thrills as it has us!
Check out our website http://zestlit.com for updated submission guidelines and to find out more about
what inspired our contributors.

Amy Sibley
Thank you for joining Zest Literary Journal in its very first issue. We are very proud of all the hard work our
contributors and fellow editor, Liz Bury, have done to make this one awesome issue. We decided on the
theme of Fresh, Firsts, and Newness to celebrate the beginning of the journal along with the season in
which it would be launching. We feel it also parallels the journal’s name, Zest. To us the word zest
embodies the idea of fun, a breath of fresh air, and revitalization. We hope the writing and art presented in
Issue 1 will leave you feeling energized, inspired to create, and ready to come back for more in Issue 2.
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Bird in the Thorns 1
Artwork courtesy of Resa Blatman | www.resablatman.com

Chicken | by Lisa Gordon
Click here for audio reading.

understand that getting a new one was crucial because my old
one was pink. It didn’t matter if it worked fine, which I’m sure it

It was fall when we discovered the local policeman living in our

did. The barn had a big black iron loop-lock. Opening it made me

barn. He’d pushed together a pile of wood and debris into a

feel like I was in one of those fantasy books I never read, like

corner and covered it with an old, plaid blanket. Later, when he

Narnia or something like that, though I know what I envisioned as

was gone, I’d realize most of the debris was not from our barn,

Narnia was nothing like what it is in the books. Were those real

and must have been collected along the way: scraps of plastic

kids living in a fantasy world? Were they tasked with important

toys, a deflated basketball, slats from broken chairs. It pained me

responsibilities like saving all of mankind from a clichéd villain? I

to think of him carrying these things in his arms; balancing them

widened my eyes and wanted to hold my breath when the doors

in his calloused fingers. Did he tiptoe past our windows while we

creaked open, but I lost interest in the game rather quickly. My

slept? Was it so he wouldn’t have to steal anything of our own? It

bike was leaning against the wall.

made me think a lot about treasures; what things mean to you,
what they mean to others.
I knew him from school. He was usually the one directing

‘See, Chicken?’ my dad said, grabbing it by the bars and
wheeling it over. I squinted, waved the sawdust away from my
face.

traﬃc in front of the parking lot. He waved at everyone and

It was hardly even dusty. I was crushed. I’d told him for

everyone waved back. He was the one who came to talk to us on

years not to call me ‘Chicken’, but he refused. I don’t even know

D.A.R.E. day. No one remembered what he said, or cared – some

where it came from. We heard the stirring then. Some squeaking

of us were already experimenting with drugs, others were too

too; and rustling. Dad grabbed me by the back of the neck, the

terrified to even sit next to those who were – but everyone liked

way he used to when I was younger and we were crossing a busy

him. People stood in line to talk to him when the conference was

street. Gripped the back of my neck and guided me, his fingers

over. He had one of those handsome faces people liked to look

pressing into my skin and the tendons behind it, like I was some

at without knowing why. He stood strong and sturdy. He looked

sort of animal. I always thought about that gesture, because it

you in the eye.

seemed so aggressive. It almost hurt, in fact. But my father loved

We went out to the barn because I wanted a new bike but

me more than any child was loved by any father anywhere in the

my dad said he was sure my old one still worked. He didn’t

world. So the aggression was interesting. Surprising. When I felt
8

his fingers I tensed. We were on our own property, terrified. If I’d

cobwebs and dusty corners behind him. I couldn’t remember the

have been younger, or maybe if I’d been a boy, I would have been

last time I was in the barn, and yet at the same time it felt so

excited.

familiar. I watched dust particles suspend before his face, which

‘We heard the stirring then.

was otherwise covered in shadows. There was a choking sound,
which I realized was coming from the cop. At the same time as I

Some squeaking too;

realized he was holding back tears, I remembered his name was

and rustling.’

Rocky. I looked hard at his face, wanting to know what it was like
when a man cried. There was just that one sound that seemed

We saw the top of his balding head first. Then his torso and

stuck somewhere between his lungs and his throat, and that was

then finally all of him, stepping out from behind the fort-like

all. To this day I’ve never seen a man cry, although it’s something I

structure he’d built out of an old Playskool Playhouse and some

think about often.

wooden boxes. He dusted oﬀ his pants and tipped his hat to us

My father could have done anything and he would have

like some sort of General. But he was sheepish and nervous –

been in the right. Called the cops, called 9-1-1, lifted any one of

there was no denying that. He moved so slowly there was no time

the odd, sharp-edged objects in the barn and used it as a

to gasp or cry out. The reveal was nice and slow, like in a good

weapon or a threat. But instead, he talked to him. Man to man.

book.

‘You hungry?’ he said. And the man nodded, just slightly,

‘Oh,’ said my father. He nodded and shrugged with one
shoulder.

stepping out of the barn gingerly, and we followed him, my
father’s fingertips still tight around my neck.

‘It’s peculiar, I know, he said.
The use of ‘peculiar’ struck me solidly. Such a pristine yet
inadequate word for the circumstances. Not a word you’d expect
to hear from a cop you’ve found living in your barn on a crisp,
sparkling Sunday.
‘Well, it’s . . . ’ my dad began.
‘The thing is – ’ the cop started. ‘The thing is . . .’ He took a
deep breath and looked around. There was only a triangle of light
streaming in from the skylights above. It illuminated the thick
9

May Ends | by Anthony Campo
She comes sublime, in her own time; she speaks of the viol and
the vine. And here, deep in this quiet place of powder blue and
gold, I wait. When silk pools on the floor and she stands bare as
a newborn, I take in all her wiles. She cocks her head and smiles.
I raise the brush and know I'll never do her justice, with these
careless sweeping curves of colour thrown on blank white space.
She comes here for no wanton dalliance, no lustful alliance. No
graceful dance, nor great romance. She only comes to be
remade with palate and with paint, like a blossom waiting for the
spring to lend it shade and hue. To make it true. Yet I cannot
finish, for I cannot begin. I take her in, and would fall at her feet,
if even those would meet my lips. But I am I and she is she, and
it is not to be. So I stand and look, and linger in her smile. And all
the while she speaks of viols and vines, here in this studio of
powder blue and gold.
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Everyday Firsts | by Caroline Grieve

First Cuppa

First Signs of Green

First Light Through Clouds

First Signs of a Well-Trodden Path
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Love Seat | by Stephen V. Ramey
The Steak 'n Shake booth's plastic seat crinkled under Alexander
like a mouth chewing. It made him nervous. It made him think of
Jade sitting at home night after night, waiting. And that made him
cold inside. This was not who he was supposed to become. He

‘Did I say something?’ The waitress' expression poised on a
hair-trigger between commiseration and accusation.
‘Life has a way of turning us into something we're not,’
Alexander said.

was supposed to want to go home to his wife. When Jade ran

‘I hear ya,’ the waitress said. ‘This shift was supposed to

away to New York City at sixteen, he had quit school and

end at eight.’ She motioned with the coﬀee pot. ‘But you know

followed. No questions. No expectations. Just love, blind, blind

what? You got a choice. You can make the best of things, or you

love. Twelve years later, only the blindness remained.

can cry yourself a puddle. Me, I'll take the extra tips, buy some

The coﬀee mug was empty. He drank from it anyway.
Plastic bunched and released beneath him. He slid sideways. If
you didn't keep moving, you were lost.
A waitress came over. ‘Closing time, darlin'.’
‘One more cup?’ he said.
She sighed, and poured the dregs from her pot. ‘What's the

Scholl's, and be back tomorrow.’
‘Don't you ever feel like it isn't worth the struggle?’
Alexander said. It would be so easy to just settle back and let the
booth swallow him.
The waitress shrugged. ‘You give up you might as well not
live at all.’

problem? Relationship issue?’ She nodded to the wedding ring

‘She changed,’ Alexander said.

denting his finger. ‘She stepping out on you?’

‘She'll come around,’ the waitress said. ‘Steady pressure,
darlin', that's the trick.’
‘Yeah, I guess.’

‘He slid sideways. If you didn't
keep moving, you were lost.’

‘Good,’ the waitress said. ‘Now, reach into that pocket and
pull out a generous tip.’
*

*

*

The anachronism struck a funny bone. Alexander imagined
a step stool tap-dancing on linoleum.
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‘I'm sorry,’ Alexander said. ‘I'm not exactly the man you met
either.’ He sucked in his stomach and vowed to stop eating fast
food night after night. ‘I'll do better,’ he said. The least he could
do was come home and rub oil into Jade's legs.
He sat. Jade did not yield to his weight. ‘I'm sorry,’ he said.
‘I don't mean to hurt you.’ He laid his wrist along her arm, gripped
her scrolled fingers. ‘Remember when we used to snuggle?’
He wriggled his butt. Grudgingly, the padding shifted around
him, a nest formed. Alexander smiled, and settled in. Tonight was
not a night for sofas, but for love seats.

Breakfast | by Georgia Bellas

Alexander began to feel more optimistic on the drive home.
At the front door he fumbled for his keys. Would Jade welcome
him? He hadn't felt this nervous since their first date.
Then he had the door open, and there she was, reposed
beneath the picture window, throw pillows arranged along her
cushions.
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Thaw | by Sophie Alexander
Jenny trudged through the snow, her dog Sausage beside her. It

recollections stood out all the more for being unusual: Paul

was a stupid name for a dog, but she was a black Labrador

wasn’t given to sentimental gushing. There was a twinkle in his

cross (crossed with what, a Basset?) whose body was somehow

eye, but by nature he was quiet. Sometimes she had to chivvy

too long, paws too short, so it seemed fitting.

and provoke him to react, he was so taciturn; but he was her

The cold was biting. Powdery white snow clung to Jenny’s
boots and she looked back to see an indistinct furrow across the

rock and her support and his love was evident in his acts more
than his words.

field, echoing the puﬀy trail of a plane high up in the blue sky.

Her words were countless. They poured forth in

Watching her breath materialise into a damp mist before it

conversations with neighbours and virtual strangers alike, on the

dissipated into the still air had been briefly entertaining; now the

telephone in the evenings, when she watched telly and yelled at

cold had spread from the tip of her nose to her nostrils; her

obtuse politicians on the news. And on Valentine’s Day she had

cheeks were numb, and she had shoved her hands deep into the

tried to capture their transient meaning, to wrestle the flighty

pockets of her sensible jacket.

expressions of her thoughts and feelings, pinning them like

Sausage plodded along, nose to the ground. Her giddy

butterflies to a card. Perhaps her love was less beautiful trapped

puppy days were long gone and she didn’t chase snowballs any

in the loops and whorls of her chaotic handwriting, fixed forever

more, but common sense still wasn’t her forte and she stopped

in an immutable form. She didn’t know. All she knew was that

to investigate a frozen puddle, delicately picking up a shard of

words were important to her, and so she had written, every year,

ice and crunching it like a much coveted treat. Jenny absently

from the heart.

half-smiled at the sight.

The words she wrote had changed in recent times. How

It was Valentine’s Day, and she couldn’t help thinking about

could they not have? The girl she had been when she and Paul

the past. She saw the images flashing past, like a jukebox

met no longer existed. Life was full of twists and turns, less like a

selection on random play. Unbidden, the memories came, some

Greek tragedy than a bad soap opera at times. It lay in wait to

of them lingering a little longer: meals at a modest local

ambush you when you were too complacent.

restaurant, a silk dressing gown when Paul had still been trying
to impress, the extravagance of a trip to Paris. Those special

She was yet to write this year’s card. It was on the kitchen
table, waiting for her to get back.
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Squeezing through the narrow gate, Jenny cursed the
chocolate crispy cakes she liked to eat in the afternoons. She

blind in the centrally-heated cocoon of the kitchen, with its faint
toasty smell from the plum crumble in the oven.

was growing matronly; getting old. She had aches and pains now

Then her vision cleared, the table came into focus. On it; lay

– little niggles. She couldn’t read the ingredients on the packets at

the card. It was very simple: thick cream cardstock with just four

the supermarket unless she held them at arm’s length. She felt a

elegant square letters, spelling the word she had oﬀered to Paul

bit like Sausage: ready to curl up in front of the fire in the evening

like the gift of her whole being: ‘L O V E’. She had composed the

with a heartfelt sigh. But there was life in her yet. Perhaps, like the

message already, a minor variant of what she produced every

frozen land around her, the pristine snow glittering in a thousand

February, and had done for ten years now. ‘My darling Paul,’ it

tiny crystals, she was waiting for spring.

would read, ‘I love you. I will always love you.’

Walking up the road she resisted the familiar tug, the

But now as she picked up her biro a nagging feeling

insidious pull from the big house where she had spent thirty

announced itself in the pit of her stomach. She knew it well. It

years: grown vegetables; welcomed family and friends at

was anger, her companion and her enemy. It unfurled slowly,

Christmas; raised three children; been a good daughter and a

creeping upwards until her chest was tight, her throat choked

staunch member of the community; a loyal friend, and above all a

with the words she couldn’t shout, wouldn’t write. Why did you

wife.

leave me? Why aren’t you here? How could you do this to me,
She didn’t live there any more. Now her home was this cosy

after all the promises you made?

little cottage. It suited her. It was the right size, without two acres

Her eyes welled with tears that wouldn’t fall and she put

of garden and five bedrooms and endless maintenance problems

down the pen. A great lassitude came over her with the realisation

hanging like a millstone around her neck.

that this was her tenth Valentine’s Day alone, that her life was

But it still felt like a new pair of leather shoes, attractive and
practical, yet stiﬀ and unyielding. Secretly she missed the comfort
and familiarity of a pair of scruﬀy trainers, scuﬀed and worn
through in places.

going round in futile circles, like some version of Groundhog Day
without the charm or the comedy.
She forced herself to look up, to glance around the kitchen.
Sausage lay on her rug, grunting gently. The fridge was a jigsaw

Jenny fumbled with the key, ripping oﬀ her gloves with

puzzle of grandchildren’s drawings, magnets, photos, and

clumsy fingers. The warmth of the room steamed up her glasses

shopping lists. On the counter was a far too invasive spider plant;

as soon as she crossed the threshold. For a moment she was

thriving under Jenny’s attentions, and a salmon steak, defrosting
for her dinner. Through the window she could see the small raised
15

vegetable beds, blanketed with snow, and the bird table that gave
her such pleasure in spring. This was her life now. It was busy,
and messy, and humdrum.

But it still felt like a new pair of leather
shoes, attractive and practical, yet stiff and
unyielding.
She picked up her pen again. ‘My darling Paul,’ she wrote
carefully. ‘I love you. I miss you. I will always love you. But now I
need to say goodbye.’
The last word was scored deeply into the card, etched as
though she was trying to convince herself. She released her
convulsive grip on the biro and stood slowly, joints creaking like
an old woman. The tears had spilled over at last and she wiped
them away. She felt like a shell, empty of anything but sadness
now. It weighed her down as she moved to the window. The
Valentine’s card lay forlorn on the table. She knew she would
never write another.
Something caught her attention in the corner of the garden,
by the hedge. Was that a daﬀodil, defying the stifling weight of
winter? In some corner of her numb heart, Jenny hoped it was so.
She liked yellow.
The land was still frozen, but somewhere, the thaw had
begun.
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Now What? | by Robin Coyle
For the first time since having children, my husband and I asked
each other, ‘Now what?’

Today, when I tidy the house, it stays that way. I sometimes
run the dishwasher before it’s full as it may have been days since

The question hangs in the air. It echoes in the empty house

I last turned it on. Laundry day now consists of one sparse load

and reverberates down the hall. After having a houseful of

of whites and one meager dark load. That’s it. Rather than food

babies, then toddlers, then elementary-aged kids, then tweens,

flying out of the house as fast as I can buy it, it seems to multiply

and then rotten teenagers, we are now alone. One-by-one our

in the refrigerator and leftovers never disappear. So my husband

three girls left the nest for college. The house seems vast, lonely,

and I sit across from each other at the dinner table, and ask each

and desolate. Now what do we do?

other, ‘Now what?’

Sure, we’ve asked the question ‘Now what?’ before, but it

During our courtship and first six years of pre-kid marriage,

was when we were at a crossroad that involved one or more of

we had plenty to talk about. We still do. Although our relationship

the kids. This time, it was a question directed solely at our two

had the major distraction of raising three children, it hasn’t

hearts bound together as one.

skipped a beat now that they are gone. We picked up right where

For all those years, the house was filled with the hum of

we left oﬀ. Maybe it’s even better now as it has endured the

make-believe, sleepovers, blow dryers, and homework. The

challenges of parenthood and has grown stronger by the

rooms were in a continuous state of disarray and the dishwasher

triumphs encountered along the way. So why does the question

was perpetually full, no matter how many times I emptied it. I

‘Now what?’ linger? This big house once filled with the vivacity of

could never wash, dry, and put away all of the laundry in one day.

children and the space such a thing requires, is now more room

The bathroom the three girls shared always looked like the make-

than we need.

up department at Macy’s after a catastrophic explosion. The

But we love this house. We love our garden. We love the

dinner table was a riot of giggles, arguments, and re-caps of the

neighborhood and community. And so do the girls. We get a

day. Comfort was administered for a broken heart, complaints

visceral reaction from the kids if we dare mention the idea of

about teachers fielded, and parental grilling over a failed test

downsizing to a more modest place. But really, who needs all this

often brought tears. Would I trade any of that away? Not on your

space and maintenance? We only occupy a fraction of the

life.

square footage of the house. The yard work is like painting the
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Golden Gate Bridge. It never ends. No one uses the pool, except
for the occasional migrating duck.

My vision was to find a charming cottage where we could
make our new nest. Perhaps it would need updating or loving
restoration. I was up to the task. I would buy myself a pair of
coveralls, dust mask, and sander. I wasn't afraid to refinish floors,
repair banisters needing reinforcement, or paint walls desperate
for a new coat. With painstaking attention to detail and adherence
to the home’s architectural period, I would make the cottage
worthy of an episode of This Old House. I would tenderly take a
tired, yet structurally sound home filled with another family’s
memories, and make it a cheerful place to begin our next chapter.
I would make the garden our sanctuary after a busy day and relax
there with a glass of wine and the sweet song of birds serenading
our love.
With rose-colored glasses firmly in place, I embarked on my
search for the perfect place. The first thing that happened was
sticker-shock. Those rose-colored glasses flew oﬀ with the recoil
of feeling sucker-punched. While the world economy tumbles, not
so the housing prices in the Grandma House neighborhood. I
found that while the houses may be charming on the outside, a
sad state of decay was hidden on the inside, with an exorbitant

Beginnings | by Sharon Perpignani | Original Origami
Design by Katushi Nosho

price tag as its calling card. A few houses had been updated, but
they were priced so far out of our league, I didn’t waste time
considering them. The ones we could aﬀord needed more than

With all of those reasons in hand, and several more, I

love, a couple sheets of sandpaper, and a little elbow grease; they

embarked on finding a new place to call home. I started poking

needed a complete overhaul and an investment of several

around a neighborhood that has what I aﬀectionately call

hundred thousand dollars.

Grandma Houses on tree-lined streets.
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‘Those rose-colored glasses
flew off with the recoil of
feeling sucker-punched.’
The kids come home for school breaks and when the
occasional need arises to relieve a homesick heart. While I hope it
is a few years from now, there eventually will be husbands and
babies in the family mix. If we were in a smaller house, where
would they stay during their visits? How could we all gather
around the Thanksgiving table or Christmas tree in a smaller
place? Where would the grandbabies sleep when we babysit?
Our household shrank from five to two, but it will expand and
contract over the years. What seems like a lot of empty space
now will occasionally burst at the seams. That’s how I like it.
Back to the original question, ‘Now what?’ We do nothing.
We stay put, close oﬀ a few rooms, revel in the freedom of no
kids at home, take pleasure in a kitchen that stays clean, and
continue to enjoy the romance that started thirty years ago. And
maybe we’ll take a trip to Paris.
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Trajectory | by Alison Keehn

Begin the Begin | by Pete Armetta

One last ice cube in the tray,

right now here today

And when stretched,

you’ve no other choice but to
carry on and move

Pop! Out the cube flies—
A magnificent arch—
Sailing into the palm of my hand.

I want to live my life like that,
Pulling apart at every moment,
Greeting each day with a pop and a whistle,

begin the begin
there’s no time like the present
to start at the start
and move things ahead
are there other options here?
details i’m missing?
or is today the
first day of the rest of your
life as they say right?

As I leap oﬀ into glorious air,
And into the hand of god.

yes it’s so trite sure
and such a cliche i know
but what else to do?
except put one foot
in front of the other and
begin the begin?
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New Lease | by Emily Lindemer
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Ten Firsts | by Monnie Bess
As you age, you will discover more firsts in your life. Some are

maternal grandmother, aged fifty-eight, had just died of a

mundane and some are extraordinary, but they all make an

massive heart attack. I was the only non-adult at the funeral. It

impression on your psyche, whether you realize it or not. Through

was the first time I saw so many grown-ups cry. When I was

the years, I have racked up quite a lengthy list of first

alone, I asked God why my other Mammaw couldn't have died

experiences. Some I cherish; some I wish I could forget.

instead.

I. First heartbreak: My birth father left when I was four years old,

IV. First story I wrote: In eighth grade the English teacher handed

my sister was two, and Mom was pregnant. It happened after we

each of us a keychain and we had to create a story about it. At

went to bed on Christmas Eve, and I have been told that I kept

the end of my keychain dangled a tiny earth, so I wrote The Day

asking my mother and her parents why she was crying on

the Earth Hung on End. It was a sci-fi thriller with a quirky ending,

Christmas day and where daddy was. These aren't my

which the teacher praised and awarded me for. My second

memories. I don't remember anything before I was six years old

husband burned that first endeavor and the thirty years worth of

and had a new father.

stories, drafts, and manuscripts that followed.

II. First operation: I was a sickly child. Back then they had no

V. First worst birthday: Due to my parents' decision to uproot our

clue about allergies, so I was constantly catching supposed

Indiana family and transplant it in Texas, my fourteenth birthday

colds and winding up with throat, ear, and bronchial infections.

was spent in a leaky kitchenette in Waco, Texas, waiting out

By the time I had finished second grade, I had missed eighty-

hurricane Carla. The day before, we were traveling south towards

seven days of school. The pediatrician recommended removing

Houston and noticed our side of the freeway was empty. All the

my adenoids and tonsils. I was told that I could have all the ice

traﬃc was heading north and waving to us, which we thought

cream I wanted afterwards. Instead, because of the ether used

meant that Daddy knew a lot of people in Texas. When the

during surgery, I puked for days.

highway patrol finally stopped and informed us that we had to go

III. First funeral: When I was eleven, my parents came to the Girl
Scout Camp in Indiana where I had been for a couple days. My

west to get out of Carla's path, our destination of Corpus Christi
was temporarily rerouted. Mom and Dad were sick of all the rainy
and cloudy Indiana days, but there we were celebrating my
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birthday in two rooms with several buckets on the floor catching

IX. First pie: With six kids, Mom was too busy to teach us how to

leaks.

cook, so all of our spouses married virgin cooks. I was the first to

VI. First date: I was fourteen and a boy in one of my classes
asked me to go bowling. Since neither of us drove, and we
couldn't get a lift from our parents, we walked almost two miles to
the bowling alley. Although I had never been bowling before, I
managed to score a 219, which significantly beat my date's
score. He must have thought I lied about having never bowled
before, because he didn't ask me out. In fact, I was sixteen before
I had another date.
VII. First French kiss: Yuck. I was totally unprepared for that at
sixteen; it was nothing like movie kisses at all. Big wet lips
surrounded my thin ones and a thick tongue groped inside my
small mouth – gross! No more dates with that guy!

marry and leave the nest, armed only with a new cookbook and a
few recipes from Mom and my new mother-in-law. All was going
well, until I decided to bake an apple pie. When I took it out of the
oven, it looked cookbook perfect and I was quite proud of myself.
But as it cooled, its crusty dome collapsed before my eyes.
Totally devastated, I called Mom twelve hundred miles away and
cried.
X. First baby: At twenty-one, I was more than ready to be a
mother and very lucky not to have had any morning sickness. In
one of my anatomy and physiology classes at Indiana University
the professor pointed me out as an example of how pregnancy
aﬀects heart rate. He had no idea what good shape I was in due
to being a competitive swimmer and amateur le mans driver.

VIII. First speech: As a high school senior and one of the first

When he checked my heart rate, he looked chagrined, for while

members of the newly established National Honor Society, I had

normal was seventy-two beats per minute, mine was only fifty-

to give a small speech in front of the whole school. With my

four. From behind I didn't look pregnant; from the side I obviously

extreme shyness the few sentences I had to speak would be a

had swallowed an overinflated basketball. I loved feeling and

grueling experience. The ceremony was held in the gymnasium,

seeing all the wiggles, jabs, and rolls under the stretched skin of

and to avoid all those eyes looking at me I took oﬀ my glasses. I

my belly, marveling at how they did not hurt. Instead of ice cream

was the third of five students and said my memorized words

and pickles, I craved hamburgers. As soon as I went into labor, a

calmly and clearly. When I resumed my seat, the pent up stress

nurse put me to sleep. When I woke up, I had a beautiful eight-

caused my legs to start shaking uncontrollably and lifting oﬀ the

pound, fourteen-ounce son and a very proud husband. There is

floor. I had to press my hands down on my knees with my elbows

no experience like having your first baby, of realizing that your

straight to keep them still.

body is capable of creating such a miracle.
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Snowflake | by Lauren Macleod

Click here to listen to Snowflake, a song by Lauren Macleod

Snowy Branch | by Craig McLaughlin
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Untitled (East Side)
Photo courtesy of Sarah B. Shallbetter | www.sarahshallbetter.com

A New Start | by Carol Anne Grady
I’ve never liked New Year, at the best of times. Something about

pique. When the call came to invite me to interview, I went along,

a bellowing crowd chanting a countdown from ten gives me the

for the experience. Besides, I thought a trip to a diﬀerent city

heebs; being expected to kiss strangers at the end, doubly so.

would be fun, just the distraction I needed. It didn’t work out that

The year I moved to Glasgow was not the best of times. At least,

way because, of course, I brought all the ‘things’ with me in my

not to begin with.

head, an endless whirl of answerless questions and low level

Glasgow gets over a metre of rain every year, a fact I was

misery. I made my way through the interview on autopilot, and

not acquainted with until I moved there. After the first week I

spent the night in a mid-range hotel before catching the flight

looked it up, and became increasingly convinced that whoever

back, neither refreshed nor renewed.

had compiled this statistic had confused ‘year’ with ‘month’. I felt
like my bones were growing mildew. Of course, my perception of

When they oﬀered me the job, I accepted it. I didn’t know
what else to do.

the seemingly relentless rain was not improved by my state of

The process of packing all my essential belongings into

mind. I’d moved to Glasgow to get a new start, a little ahead of

boxes and arranging to ship them two-thirds of the way up the

the calendar. A new start. A new beginning. New bloody

country was less than invigorating, but it did give me a new

horizons. All phrases I’d used with varying levels of sincerity as

focus. The result – ending up in a diﬀerent city, a diﬀerent

I’d packed my belongings into cardboard boxes and handed in

country, in fact – didn’t seem real. Even after I arrived, it didn’t

my notice at work. On arrival, it began to seem like some kind of

seem real. It seemed impossible that everything I’d grown used

cosmic joke.

to, my whole life, could have been upended like this. I would go

It all began on a Wednesday afternoon, a usually bland time

to my new job, talk to my new colleagues and go home to my

of the week. I’d come home from work to find her sitting on the

new flat. It all seemed like some kind of holding pattern until I

couch. Four minutes later, I was single. It took four minutes for

could return to normal. As the weeks ticked by, I started to

me to go from a person in a committed, long-term relationship to

understand that this was normal, now. There was no other life to

a single person who was, incidentally, in need of a new place to

go back to. I’d turned over that fabled new leaf, and this was

live. The next day, as I sat at my desk at work, numb, a job ad

what was on the other side.

arrived in my inbox. The job was in Glasgow – otherwise known

Bloody hell.

as a city five hundred miles away – and I applied for it in a fit of
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And now it was New Year’s Eve. In the ten years previous,

carpeted, and there were only four flats in the block – not like

I’d been part of a couple who opted out of New Year celebrations,

some of the other places I’d been to see, which had three or four

choosing instead to stay at home in front of the TV with pints of

cramped flats on each floor. There was one feature in particular

gin and an abundance of cocktail sausages. This year, I was on

that I liked about my own allocated section of this once-grand

my own in a one bedroom flat, still half surrounded by unpacked

homestead. A quirk of the architecture meant that my kitchen

(but meticulously labelled) cardboard boxes and with an

window was directly over the front door of the house, which

appropriate amount of wine in the fridge. Appropriate, in this

boasted a stone porch. That is, from one perspective it was a

context, meant enough wine to get me drunk to the right side of

stone porch; from my perspective, I had a broad, sturdy stone

maudlin and send me to bed shortly after the twelfth bell rang out

window ledge outside my kitchen, leading out from a sash

the beginning of the year. No matter how much I object to the

window that was definitely wide enough to admit a person, if that

celebration, I can’t bring myself to ignore it altogether. That’s

person was so inclined. Some of my neighbours grew plants and

cultural conditioning for you.

herb gardens on theirs. I had an idea that, if the weather ever

My usual apathy for the holiday was at a record high, and I’d
spent most of the day listlessly shuﬄing around the flat, achieving

dried up, it could be a nice place to perch and, perhaps, smoke
illicit cigarettes.

very little and waiting for the time when I could change from what

As it happened, and by some minor miracle, the last day of

could generously be called leisure wear into pyjamas. I realised

the year had been dry. After my meagre dinner, and a couple of

the ridiculousness of this at about dinner time, Seven pm found

glasses of wine, I decided to properly investigate this architectural

me in PJs and eating a bowl of instant noodles. Cooking just

advantage, and prepared accordingly. The stone would still be

wasn’t on my radar. Even if I’d had the energy for it, the thought

wet from the on-going downpour but one of the things I’d

of visiting the shops was a bridge too far. I’d stocked up on some

packed, and regretted packing, was an underused and lonely

very basic basics, and they would see me through.

yoga mat. I guess I thought I’d have a lot of free time for yoga.

The flat I’d secured, at the last minute and in a flurry of

This was partly true – I had free time, but using it for yoga just

paperwork, was surprisingly nice. Small, granted, but I thought I

didn’t seem to be on my list of priorities. So it had languished in a

could grow to like it. The building was originally a townhouse, and

cupboard, and I dug it out now to drape over what I was starting

in its day must have housed some very wealthy people indeed.

to refer to subconsciously as the balcony. I also grabbed a

Now it had been divided into flats that didn’t do justice to their

scratchy blanket to wrap round myself and set both things on the

origins, but that were comfortable enough. The stairwell was

kitchen worktop. For the first time in days – maybe weeks – I felt
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a spark of life about me. There was something adventurous about

sighing through the leaves of a birch tree in early spring (hints of

this undertaking; climbing out of a window doesn’t tend to feature

which I should apparently be able to detect in my wine, according

on my to-do list most days. Heading back to the living room, I

to the label), but as background noise went, it was OK. I took a

dropped myself onto the couch and picked up my tobacco to

sip from my glass and slid the cigarette out from behind my ear.

fashion a roll-up. As always, my hands did their job with no
interference from my brain, and within a few minutes I had a

*

*

*

skinny cigarette ready to go. I wedged it behind my ear and
snagged my wine glass.

Sitting there, on the window ledge, I felt better than I had in

I made my way back into the kitchen and hoisted the

weeks. I’d been weighed down by everything that had happened,

window open. The cold air streaming in tasted clean, and the

oppressed by my own now-regretted decision to move away from

evening sounded quiet. The flat overlooked a school, and while I

home and, overall, completely at odds with the idea of starting

was pretty sure the playground would later be populated by

anew. Finding this little nest, not so high above the street but still

drunken students from the university nearby, for now it was

somehow secret, had ignited a tiny spark in my chest. The wine

empty, still. I slid the yoga mat outside and unrolled it, the ends

may have helped with this sensation, of course. I took a deep

dangling over the ledge, reminding me not to let my sense of

breath of the Scottish air, and it felt like drinking a glass of crystal

adventure run away with me. Next I leaned out and deposited my

cold water. I brought my cigarette to my lips, and realised that I

wine glass and neatly folded blanket, and heaved myself out after

was smiling.

them, first kneeling on the window frame and then taking a few,
undignified, crawling steps. Finally, I was out in the fresh air.

*

*

*

I wrapped the blanket round my shoulders, and settled
myself back against the window wall. I could feel the cold stone

A few hours later, I was back out on the window ledge, a little

through my clothes and the blanket, but it seemed far away,

further along the line to tipsy and still as enamoured as ever with

muted by the layers. I looked around, feeling disproportionately

my crow’s nest. The street remained quiet. A few people passed

pleased with myself. The street was quiet – people were probably

by as I sat up there, but no-one had looked up and seen me. This

still at home, finishing proper meals and getting ready to go out

was still making me grin when a screeching noise from my right

and celebrate. The swish of traﬃc was far oﬀ enough to be

made me jump and slosh wine on my blanket. I hissed a curse,

almost soothing. Alright, it wasn’t exactly on a par with the wind

wiping at it ineﬀectually before looking round, unsure of what to
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expect. At first, I couldn’t see anything, then a shape emerged

The distance between our ledges was far enough to make

from the window of the flat next door. The noise must have been

stepping across out of the question, but the still air carried our

said window sliding reluctantly upwards in its frame. The shape

voices clearly enough.

climbed out onto the ledge, then reversed in a tight circle and

‘So, I suppose I’m your new neighbour,’ I oﬀered, my wit

reached back inside. It returned with what looked suspiciously

seemingly knowing no bounds. She returned my smile then, with

like a couple of blankets, but I wasn’t given too long to dwell as I

a sudden flash of a grin that I couldn’t help liking.

was spotted.
‘Oh!’

‘I suppose so. I’m Em,’ she replied.
My ears at first refused to make sense of what she’d said –
Eyemem? – and it must have shown in my face.

‘A few hours later, I was back out on the window
ledge, a little further along the line to tipsy and still
as enamoured as ever with my crow’s nest.’

‘Em,’ she repeated. ‘That’s my name. I know, it sounds like
I’m stammering. Daft, eh?’ She was clearly used to a baﬄed
reaction, but didn’t seem to grudge it. Her grin shifted into a
lopsided smile as she ducked her head a little to withdraw the
spliﬀ from behind her ear.
‘Ah,’ I said, internally calling myself every kind of idiot. ‘I’m

The shape turned out to be a girl, who was now frozen in a

Mae. Like the month.’ God, why did I have to be such a social

crouch, blankets huddled to her chest. She didn’t seem to have

dunce? I realised that my heart still hadn’t slowed back to its

anything further to say, so I gave her a slightly sheepish smile.

normal pace, and tried to deny that the reason wasn’t only the

‘Hi . . . ’ Not the most sparkling banter I could have come up

fright Em’s window frame had given me. Em was laughing now,

with, if given a bit of warning, but my heart was still settling down

huﬀs of breath from her nose making her lighter’s flame flicker,

from the fright of the window’s peremptory fanfare. The girl smiled

and I felt a blush rise to my cheeks – she was laughing at me. The

back at me, seemed to realise that she was still crouched on

first person I’d met outside of work and I’d made her think I was a

hands and knees and went through a number of improbable

total wrongun before we’d even got to know each other. Smooth.

contortions before settling down cross-legged. I noticed, now,

She took a draw and looked across at me again, eyes

that she had a smoke behind her ear – something a little more

glinting in the streetlight. She seemed to catch my train of

illicit than my own roll-ups, if I was any judge.

thought and raised her eyebrows, furrowing them in the middle.
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‘Oh, no, I’m not laughing at you!’ her voice was tight, and

‘Have you? That’s good to know.’ Her tone sounded

she punctuated her sentence with a long plume of combined

innocent but I felt a little tingle in my stomach all the same. ‘D’you

smoke and breath fog. ‘Sorry, it’s just – well, Em’s kind of a

want a draw on this?’ She proﬀered the joint.

nickname.’ I waited for the punchline, which came after a brief
pause. ‘It’s short for November.’
I had no idea what to say to that. Whoever heard of a person
called November? Then again, I’d been at uni with someone
called Suzuki, so anything was possible. I realised she was
waiting for a reaction.

I shook my head. ‘No, best not. I can read the headlines
now: “Cornish librarian in drugs death plunge.” Better play it
safe.’ I was treated to another of those lightning-quick grins, and
was powerless not to return it.
We sat in silence for a few moments after that, wrapped in
our blankets and smoking. If Em felt uncomfortable in the quiet it

‘Well, that’s . . . ’ Say something. Say more words. I had

didn’t show. I found I was glad of the company. The combination

absolutely nothing, and I sat there with my mouth open, wine

of finally road-testing my private smoking area, several glasses of

glass in hand, staring into the abyss of silence in front of me.

wine and some attractive company who was definitely not (but,

Em’s eyebrows remained raised as she waited for the end of my

then again, might be) flirting with me had conspired to improve

sentence.

my mood vastly beyond anything I’d thought possible when I got

‘ . . . that’s quite something,’ I finished, lamely, wishing our
paths had never crossed so that I could just be enjoying a bit of
peace and quiet out here on the ledge instead of making an
absolute clown of myself. Em laughed again – a good natured
snort – and nodded.
‘It really is. I’ve always been glad I wasn’t premature,
October would be even worse.’

up this morning.
November broke the silence. ‘You not going out for
Hogmanay?’
‘Nah. It’s not really my favourite time of year,’ I answered,
looking down at where my cigarette was leaving a tumbling trail of
light grey ash on the masonry.
‘Me neither,’ she replied. ‘Crowds of people counting down

I found myself laughing with her this time, as I took a sip of

from ten, it gives me the Fear.’ I looked back up again, surprised

my wine. I fished out my own roll-up from behind my ear, which I

to hear my own thoughts in someone else’s mouth, and smiled in

lit. As I put my lighter down, I noticed her watching me.

recognition.

‘I’ve always been very susceptible to the power of
suggestion,’ I said, holding the cigarette aloft to illustrate.

‘My thoughts exactly.’
‘A night in, then?’
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‘Yeah,’ I sighed. ‘Just me and whoever pops up on the TV. I
might just stop out here, actually – it’s nice out in the fresh air. Bit
nippy but, you know, nice.’
‘It’s my favourite thing about the flat, this window ledge,’ Em
answered, making me smile again. I took another sip of my still
perfectly chilled wine – the cold air was good for that, at least –
and another puﬀ.
‘So . . . ’ she said again, after another pause. ‘ . . . in the
spirit of being neighbourly and that . . . D’you want to come
through here for the bells?’ I looked at her, yet again silenced by
the unpredictable turn of the conversation. Panicking a bit behind
the eyes as I felt the moments spinning out while I floundered
over my answer.
‘I’ve got booze,’ she added, looking away and brushing
possibly imaginary fluﬀ oﬀ her crossed knee.
‘Do you have cocktail sausages?’ I found myself asking.
She met my eye again, puzzled.
‘No . . . ’
That made my mind up for me.
‘I’ll be round in ten minutes.’
A new start – new beginnings, new horizons. Saying yes to
the universe. Whatever you want to call it, I’d seen an opportunity
to start the new year a lot better than I’d ended the old one, and I
wanted to grab it. Quite possibly with both hands.
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Happy New Year Yir Erse! | W Deeney
Click here for audio reading.
So there I wis breengin towards the bus stoap. Goan hame well
pissed aﬀ. The total day fae Hell. A New Year; a new pile o’ shite.
Furst, I’d been awake fae four o’cloak this moarnin’. Plus I
need tae move hoose soon but I’ve no goat oanie-whur tae go yit
as maist places don’t take dugs. Junkies? Aye. Dugs? Naw.
Pyoor mince. The whole system’s a joke.
Efter moanin’ aboot that I noticed that I’d loast ma wadding
ring. Pyoor raidin’ the bucket et five tae seevin this moarnin’. No
there. It’s up an’ vanished like a fart in a breeze.
Nixt a goat pelters fae a wee bam on BBM. Hud tae report it
fur legal reasons, ye ken?
Then, a lazy wee shite decides tae turn oan the watter
works cause she cannie dae as she’s telt an’ work fur hersel.
State o’ hur, mahn.
Hame tum. A’m shattered an’ I’ve tae view a flat, make
dunner, walk the dug, go tae binga wi ma mither-in-law. Whoosh!
Happy New Year? Shove yir Happy New Year up yir erse!
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Spring Fling | Craig McLaughlin
Spring is a magical time of year. The transformation from winter

birds tend their young was an amazing privilege and an

often sneaks up on us and before we know it the snow is

incredible education for our own twins. It was great to see the

melting, birds are singing and trees are beginning to bud. It’s a

mother and father share the duties, which is of course essential

time of awakening and of course for much of nature, a time of

when dealing with multiples.

birth. This year, more than others, I have been very aware of this,

Of course you’d get bored sitting on the couch watching

due largely to the observations of, and interactions with my twin

baby chicks all day long, so thank goodness our fish tank is at

daughters.

the other end. A relatively new acquisition, Santa brought ten fish

In Grade 3 now, they have been introduced to various

on his sleigh on Christmas Eve and while that number gradually

examples of life cycles in nature in the classroom and in early

diminished to six over the past five months, an amazing thing

spring, they had a class trip to Allen Gardens, which meant some

happened . . . more babies! At first we just thought the red platy

seedlings were brought home. Genetically speaking, we as their

and yellow platy were great friends, then we thought the yellow

parents don’t have a single green thumb between us. But despite

one was getting really fat and then, well, you know. About sixty

this, after months of diligent care and watering, they had some

fry came along and a month later, presumably through natural

very healthy specimens ready to plant in the backyard, plus a

selection, two very healthy orange babies were swimming freely

couple of house plants proudly on display: a classic example of

in the tank, aﬀectionately known as the twins.

nurture versus nature.
So with flower pots in hand, the next challenge for Daddy
was to find a suitable patch of weeds to evict in honour of our
beautiful new sunflowers. As luck would have it, the perfect spot

‘ . . . a classic example of
nurture versus nature.’

was found just next to a fir tree recently vacated by a family of
Northern Cardinals. This year we were blessed to have a pair of

As if that wasn’t exciting enough, I was cleaning the tank

these stunning songbirds nest right outside our living room

out one night and removed the six adult fish to a bucket, plus the

window. A clutch of eggs was laid and soon after we had three

twins to a mason jar so I could get all the gravel out. Having

very healthy, and extremely hungry, chicks being fed by the

finished my chores, I was letting the water settle when one of my

proud parents. Being able to sit on the couch and watch these

daughters, Jillian called me, ‘Daddy – did you buy more fish?’
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Scratching my head I wandered over to the bucket to discover
our mother of a month ago had amazingly produced another
batch of sixty or so fry! A little better informed this time around,
we have most of them separated in the tank and will probably
have thirty or more platies looking for a good home.
I never had fish growing up but one thing I often did with my
cousin was collect frog spawn. This was a great tradition and one
of the most amazing transformations to witness, as the spawn
became tadpoles, which swam until their legs grew and their tails
shrivelled up to become frogs.
I haven’t done this since moving to Canada over a decade
ago, but I got lucky this year as I was paddling in the lake and

Hungry Birds | by Craig McLaughlin

saw enormous tadpoles in the water. After a couple of hours I
managed to catch three of these fast-movers and we set them up
in a tank with lots of pond water, sand, plus some rocks for them
to shelter in. Sadly I am not allowed them in the house but my
wife Karen has them at school where I hear they are the star
attraction for all the kids from Kindergarten to Grade 8. I get to
pop in once a week or so to say hello and I’ll get to release them
assuming they evolve successfully.
Children give us the most wonderful excuse to enjoy these
experiences and more importantly share them together. And if
you end up facing questions about death, or even worse
conception, from your own kids I have some very simple but
eﬀective advice. Tell them to ask their mother.
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Lippy La Rue’s Big Trip | Linda Vernon
Lippy LaRue was positively giddy. As part of a
campaign to generate more interest in the space

‘You’re right! I’ll start researching the minute this interview
is over, Diane, but first I’ll need to ask you a question.’

program, NASA had chosen Lippy LaRue’s name

‘Yes?’

out of a hat to become the first person to set foot

‘How do you spell bikini?’

on Mercury – catapulting Lippy LaRue to instant
stardom!
‘How does it feel to be the first person
going to Mercury, Miss LaRue?’ Diane Sawyer
asked.
‘It’s totally bonkers, Diane! Mercury is my
favorite planet ever! Did you know it’s super cold
and super little? I already bought a new ski outfit I’m going to
totally rock when I get there.’
‘But Miss LaRue, I think you’re a little confused. Mercury is
extremely hot. It’s the planet that’s closest to the sun.’
‘What? That’s Mercury? Well, that’s totally bonkers! I
thought that one was made out of cheese or something?’
‘Miss LaRue, Mercury is not made out of cheese, I assure
you.’
‘Oh yeah! That’s the moon, huh?’
‘Do you realize, Miss LaRue, how many NASA astronauts
would die for the privilege of going to Mercury? You could at
least do a little research on Google to prepare yourself for your
trip to the hottest planet in our solar system.’

* Lippy La Rue Drawing | by Linda Vernon
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ICD-10:R40.2 | by Chas Stockwell
Click here for audio reading.
The first A to B adventure we undertake each day is not from our
homes to the workplace, but rather from the horizontal to the
vertical. The act of waking is diﬃcult, yet so easy. There are a
variety of diﬀerent ways to wake up: alarm clock, being shaken,
being shouted at, the snooze alarm, a nightmare, having water
poured on you, the snooze alarm, daylight, nerves before an
exam, the snooze alarm, pain, natural cycle or the snooze alarm.
But waking is only half the battle. Even if you wake up, when you
wake up, you are still horizontal. The journey to become vertical
is blocked by so many distractions: tiredness, lack of willpower,
sex, the radio, the internet, listening to birds chirping, illness,
darkness, stiﬀness or nerves before an exam. Becoming vertical
is the first task the majority of people on Planet Earth do every
single day. It’s the one thing we all have in common. As I lie here,
I wish I could be vertical, but my blockade stops me. With the
advancement of technology, my mobile phone has become my
bible. Not only do I get access to the web, I also have my music,
my pictures, my videos, my games, my word documents, my
weather forecasts and calendar at my side twenty four seven. It’s

reach, requiring Olympic level gymnastics to procure them. The
television in my bedroom often lies in wait, powered on in case of
a sudden outburst of insomnia. Not good for the electricity bill
but good for battling boredom if my phone’s calendars, weather
forecasts, word documents, games, videos, pictures, music and
internet fail in sending me back to slumber. But as I lie here, my
verticality alludes me. I don’t have an exam to get nervous about,
I am stiﬀ but not to the point of rigor mortis, it’s not dark, I’m not
ill per say, no birds can be heard, my phone with its internet and
its radio are on the cabinet untouched, I don’t have a girlfriend,
my willpower cannot be questioned and I am not tired. Yet here I
lie. All I want is to rise. But as I lie here, with no snooze alarm, no
natural cycle, no pain, no snooze alarm, no exam to be nervous
about, no vulnerability to daylight, no snooze alarm, no
cascading water, no escape from my nightmares, no snooze
alarm, no one shouting at me, no one shaking me and no alarm
clock, in this bed, far from home, my family and friends, bound
by visiting hours, are told I am at A, but nowhere near B. I am not
awake. I am not asleep. I am not live. I am not dead. I am
horizontal.

by my side now, lying here with me. If you get a little more
adventurous you can often reach for the television remote but
like so many things, such as phone chargers, cups of juice,
condoms, clothes, the window latch, it will often lay just out of
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The Six-Twenty | by G.K. Adams
Abbey feared that Tom wouldn’t return – or that he would. She

rolled up. As he entered the glare of the platform lights, she

wasn’t sure which. Nevertheless, she pulled on her worn pink

could see shocks of auburn hair protruding from his under his

sweater, walked into the dusk and down the hill, past the

cap. She pulled the sweater closer around her.

abandoned swings and seesaws where she had played as a

‘Mind if I . . . ’ he said, before a flash of recognition spread

child, and on toward the train station. Maybe he would come

across his face and lit up his eyes. ‘Abbey! Man! That’s you, isn’t

back. Maybe he’d be on the six-twenty from the city.

it?’

She reached the station just as the lights automatically
switched on, triggered by twilight’s creeping embrace. The
station was deserted. She sat on a bench, shivered – from the
night chill? – looked down the long stretch of rails curving to the
south before disappearing.

‘Harry?’ she said.
‘Hell yeah! It’s been a while but I didn’t think that long.’ His
laugh was hearty and so familiar to her.
‘What on earth are you doing here?’ She hadn’t seen Harry
since his family moved when his father lost his job.

After the blow-up Thursday night, Tom had charged out –

‘Just here for a quick visit to my aunt. She’s been sick. I’m

going to the city he said. Needed to get away. When would he be

on my way back to Biggleton now. Got to get back for work

back? Don’t know, he said. Maybe Sunday.

tomorrow. ’S up with you?’

On Sundays, this was the only train from the city.

Crazy schoolgirl feelings stirred and brought a smile to her

Abbey became aware of a footfall on the platform.

face, but she couldn’t aﬀord to be happy. She had to be

She loved Tom – at least she thought she loved him. She

prepared for whatever the six-twenty brought. Or didn’t bring.

had thought he loved her. They’d had good times together – wild
parties with friends, rides to the beach on the Harley, and the
love making, oh yes, the love making. But he could be so . . . so .

She tugged at the sleeves of the sweater.
‘Things are going good,’ she replied. ‘I’ve been working the
register at Trumbles since graduation – almost two years now.’

. . shut up in himself. And he needed to find a job if they were

‘Cool,’ he said.

going to have a future together. Her salary couldn’t support a

Please don’t ask any more questions, she thought.

family. And then there was the drinking . . . getting worse.

But of course he did. After a few more trivialities – yes, her

Footsteps approached. She turned to see a man in faded

mom and dad were fine, Harry was working with his dad in

blue jeans and a green flannel shirt with the sleeves partially

construction in Biggleton, their school chums Sarah and Bri were
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both fine, Sarah was engaged – Harry asked a question she

disembarked: an elderly lady in a navy blue jacket and a teen boy

didn’t want to hear. ‘So, you got a main squeeze?’

in chinos and a red shirt.

‘Not exactly,’ she said, again wrapping the sweater around
her. ‘You remember Tom Langston?’
‘Sure!’ Again the warm laugh. ‘You and Tommy. Man! I’d’ve
never guessed.’

Abbey swallowed a cottony wad of emotion – despair, relief,
anger, fear, embarrassment. She forced a smile and said,
‘Well . . . maybe he found a job in the city.’ She extended her
hand to Harry. ‘It’s been so good to see you. Have a safe trip

‘Well, I’m not sure if we’re on or oﬀ.’ Newfound confidence

home.’

came with the confession, and she gave him a short version of

Harry took her hand in both his. ‘Thanks.’

what had happened.

He fumbled for his bag, gave Abbey a smile and turned to

Harry nodded in understanding. ‘Man, that sucks.’

step on the train but paused and turned back. ‘Uh . . . I have to

A whistle sounded in the distance.

come back next weekend to check on Aunty. Maybe we could

‘That’s the six-twenty,’ she said. ‘Maybe he’ll be on it.’ Abbey
strained to see the train come into sight.
‘I sure hope so.’ Harry stood up and began rolling down his
sleeves. ‘This is also the six-forty to Biggleton.’

get a soda at Dobbins Saturday afternoon – for old times?’
Abbey’s face must have betrayed something – surprise?
Doubt?
Harry added, ‘But no need to decide now. I’ll call you when I
get in next week.’

‘Please don’t ask any
more questions, she
thought.’

‘Oh, that could be fun. Do call.’ She wished her voiced
hadn’t sounded so shrill.
With a wave, he climbed aboard the train. Through the
windows Abbey watched as he worked his way down the aisle

The train rounded the bend. Light flooded the countryside.

and found a seat. Then she left. It was dark now except for the

Every tree and fencepost cast a shadow that raced ahead. The

dim street lights, which enveloped her in a warm glow. She

whistle wailed again, and the roar crescendoed even as the

walked back up the hill but paused at the seesaws and

breaks screeched. The platform trembled, the train slowed to a

remembered a Saturday afternoon, bubbling with laughter – she

halt, and the doors opened. Dust kicked up by the train drifted

and Harry seesawing. He’d had to scoot up to balance their

like fog under the station lights. Only two passengers

weights. The sunlight glanced oﬀ his fluttering red hair.
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But a black sense of loss underpinned the glow she felt and
gnawed at her stomach.
Maybe Tom would return tomorrow – or not.

Newness | by Sharon Perpignani
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The Woman on the Lanai | by Sharna Eberlein
She lay sprawled in her hammock, the Brazilian one that she had

and starts closing doors and windows. A precaution she always

picked up along the Amazon River some twenty plus years ago.

takes.

The fringe was long gone, the colors faded to mellow yellows
and pastel greens; the blue had gone to a soft shade of gray and
there were mold stains on it from too many Northern California
winters. The ropes had been tied and retied; it is now hanging on
metal eyes screwed into the rain-sky blue painted posts of her
lanai in Hawaii. Her short blonde hair is draped over the edge,
drying in the morning sun; one leg over the opposite edge, the
other caught up onto the ropes of the hammock. She wears
rayon sarongs from Indonesia, and spends a lot of time staring
out at the sea.
She had moved here from California a couple of years ago,
when the youngest child turned eighteen. That was the end of
the child support payments, and time for a change. She had
shown up with diabetes, and she knew that her birth mother had
died of diabetic complications at the age of fifty-nine, she was
fifty-three. She has done almost everything she could think of to
do, and so was just waiting to die.
The phone rings, it is her current lover. He is calling her, an
hour and a half late, to go into Hilo town to pick up her automatic

Going Feral | by Paul Arsenault

dishwasher from Sears. She gets up, and brushing her hand
through her hair, in that habitual manner that had identified her to

Going downstairs she hops into her ‘91 Chevy truck, and

her old childhood friend, Dee, at Aunt Emma’s funeral back home

backs haphazardly down the driveway, soon there will be a fence

in California just before she left, she strolls into the small house,

along it; a neighbor will be doing something to that piece of
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property, and has already announced the intention of fencing in

as a couple of canoes filled with tourists came around the bend,

the entire lot, which will make her small lot feel even smaller.

drenching them royally. Everyone on the beach had joyfully

Small lots here, she was used to acres of farms in California.

applauded, and started splashing water on the swiftly moving

She slips on her dark glasses, black rims with dark purple

canoes that are careening along the white water in the turn that is

lenses. The Pixies, some women living free and wild down at the

just below the deep water where everyone played. By the time the

edge of a tall black cliﬀ a couple of miles away, brought them

canoes could be pulled ashore, they were a hundred meters

from an alter in Berkeley, and gave them to her last summer,

below, and, depending upon their temperament, the tourists were

saying that they were ‘dophinately’ for her. So, she wears them,

unable to do anything but laugh or curse.

like the dark blue dress with daises printed on it, Shasta daisies

Her children were River Rats, born and bred along the banks

– her favorite, which another woman, the one from the big house

of the Russian River. She had sunbathed naked on this very

with the red roof, had given to her last week.

beach with her two girlfriends with their babies in their bellies.

The dress is a couple of sizes too large, so she tops it with a
white lace cover-up, the one that her daughter had insisted on

One day, a man and a woman came out onto the beach where
the three obviously pregnant women were.

buying that first summer she wore a bikini. Thick-waisted, with

‘Whoa! Don’t get in that water!’ shouted the man ‘Look what

small budding breasts, Ally and Rachel were thirteen that year,

it did to those women!’ His woman had laughed, and danced

young lovelies on the Russian River, sliding down the white water

daringly into the river, swaying her hips sensuously, her beautiful

rapids on inner tubes, holding hands while they jumped oﬀ the

long dark hair blowing softly on the river breeze. Then as she got

tree stump that had tilted into the River during a storm the winter

deeper, it fanned out around her like a cloak. He was helpless

before, singing at the top of their lungs from the bed of the truck

with desire, and raced in after her; they floated on down the river

riding along the road at the edge of the river towards home.

on the white water ride, around the bend and out of sight.

She smiles as she drives along in that same truck, (it was

By now, her thoughts had carried her to the stop sign at the

new then) she had just seen the pictures of the girls a couple of

bottom of the small incline from her home in the sub-division. She

weeks ago, or was a couple of months ago, no matter; the

takes a moment to gaze out over the sea again, from this angle,

pictures are fresh in her mind. She lingers over the memory of her

with the palm trees behind her. She can see the endless Pacific

son’s strong young body, glistening in the afternoon sun as he

Ocean in magnificent shades of blue and silver. She breaths

swung out high and wide over the river bed, then the wild spray

deeply, and then navigates the truck slowly out into the road.

as he dropped, cannonball style, into the river, finessed to be just
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The Red Road, they call it, it was made of the finely crushed

She couldn’t imagine a more beautiful place to live, at this

red cinder from the Kapoho volcanic eruption at one time; a hu-ha

point in her life, and she felt gratefully blessed. Standing on her

of a political storm this past winter, when the State needed to

favorite spot on the cliﬀs, looking towards the East and California,

repair it, and decided to use regular asphalt. The State Highway

she lifted her arms in immense joy, and wept quietly.

Division compromised by using red cinder along the shoulder,
making a lovely red and black contrast, which pleased neither

Twenty-four years she had waited to return, and now she
was here; it was an awesome new beginning.

side.

‘Her children were River Rats,
born and bred along the banks
of the Russian River . . . ’
When she drove down this stretch of road, her heart would
nearly break with pleasure, seeing the indescribably blue water,
rolling and crashing on the black lava cliﬀs, with the palm trees
blowing in the Trade Winds. Sometime, the waves would send
sprays all the way up onto the road, and she could taste the salt
on her tongue as she passed along on her way there. One night
as she was coming home just after dark she came around a long
curve and through an opening with three palm trees framing it,
she saw the Southern Cross for the first time in her life. She had
slammed on the brakes, and then realizing that she was in the
middle of the road, had turned her head checking for headlights
coming upon her. Seeing none she carefully pulled over onto the
side of the road, and sat staring at the Southern Cross. Suddenly
a falling star shot across the sky, from right to left, dissecting the
Southern Cross and causing her to catch her breath in awe.
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A Child of Autumn | by Anthony Campo
You were born in Autumn, so you knew loss from the beginning.

over the years, yet no matter how much you add to yourself, you

You learned you were alive when everything else around you was

never get above one.

learning it was dead. From a golden coast to a grey shore, where

Being alone, your vision is your own. You claim your empire

the colours are duller and the air is cooler, and Summer is long

and rule it as you see fit. You grasp at your own talents like

gone. But it doesn't matter. You were a child of Autumn, and the

straws, seeking something to justify your rule; some part of

apples were already rotten by the time you came along. For

yourself that you can bear aloft like a sceptre, or gaze into like an

Autumn, the only promise is Winter. The leaves you knew were

orb, or wear like a golden crown. And if you come across that

never green, they were only crimson and gold. They blazed like

rarest of gifts, that spark called genius, you set your kingdom to

flames in the sunlight, yet ere they burned bright, they turned

burn. You have no choice. That spark is crazy lightning, flying

brown. Withered. Burned themselves out. One by one they fell

and landing where it will, setting on fire almost everything it

softly to earth, each a dead messenger, a paperboy with

strikes. You watch it fly and you laugh. Autumn is a season ripe

yesterday's news.

for burning.

Autumn is a lonely season. Its name derives from the

And then one day, another comes. Another unlike all others.

ancient prefix for self. Others might share the season with you,

That other enters your empire and turns it upside down. Now

but you know you are alone. You know they too are alone. The

Love walks among the leafless trees, sowing blossoms and new

child of Autumn learns early on that Hell is other people. You

fruit, singing songs of Spring. Something in your Autumn heart

have no need of others, for you are autumnal, autistic. You need

stirs like dead leaves on a sudden breath of wind, and you hold

only you. It is said a man can sell himself anything in his own

out your hand. You take that other's hand in yours and see if they

hand, and you hold only yourself. So you sell yourself, and you

become more of you, just like everything else has. When they do

buy yourself completely. But you don't buy anyone or anything

not, you are both exhilarated and terrified. Love graces your

else. Yet as time goes on, you seek more, for it is not enough.

realm, and brings with it new life. But very few things grow in

You begin to fill your hand with whatever you can get, seeking

Autumn. In Autumn, to sow is to reap. You watch as Love's gifts

more and more and more like some kleptomaniac trying to pilfer

dwindle and die, one by one, and you pull that special other

the world itself. It doesn't matter, in the end. Whatever you add

closer and try to convince them to stay and leave at the same

to you just becomes more you. You've given yourself many gifts

time. To spare you and to save you all at once, even as your
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spark singes and burns them and the air grows chill around them,
and all the pretty colours dry up. You hold them tight, even as you
shove them away. Finally you release them, and let them choose.
Freeing them to stay or to leave like the leaves on the wind.

‘You begin to fill your hand with whatever you
can get, seeking more and more and more like
some kleptomaniac trying to pilfer the world
itself.’
You close your eyes, alone in your solitary empire. You open
your eyes, and your one is two again. Love inexplicably remains.
You take the hand of that other, and you walk with them through
the dead leaves of your past. Things begin growing again. Things
are added. You are finally more than one. For the first time ever,
your empire knows Spring. And you pick a luscious ripe apple
from the branch and hand it to your lover. Your heart skips a beat.
You are happy. But deep down, you know better. Deep down
inside you still wait for the leaves to die. It might be Spring but
you are still, ever and always, Autumn's child.
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The First Time I Used the Word ‘Stupid’ | by Danai Gabre
Click here for audio reading.

nationalities, I had to learn English if I wanted to play and
communicate with the other children.

Once upon a time, there was a five year old me. Yes, it is true, I

Right, that was a long introduction – sorry. Basically, I learnt

was once small, unknowing and foolish. I understand your

English. The end. Oh no, wait, so, by the time I was five, I had

disbelief, but regardless, it is true. Now, there are a few things

lived in China for a year already and my English was quite good. I

you should know. First of all, I grew up in China. Secondly, I’m

could get around and understand the games we played (Tag,

Swedish. Nice mix, right? These two things are actually

Freeze Tag, Chain Tag, and so on). Now and then, there would be

important to the story. The fact that I grew up in China, I was

new words that I didn’t know, which I would try to understand

there from the age of four to fifteen, meant that I had to learn

through context. You know what, I’m gonna stop telling you this

new languages. I spoke Swedish already, but I didn’t know any

and show you instead.

English or Chinese. Chinese I picked up by being in the local
kindergarten and pre-school and then later school.1

*

*

*

You may be surprised that I had to learn English as a child. I
grew up in Ürümqi, Xinjiang, which is in the North-West of China,

It was a Friday and Danai and his family were visiting the

where the local people don’t really speak English,2 so for their

Johnson’s. They lived at dawan xincun, which was oﬀ yanan

sake there was no point to it. However, foreigners in any city

road and down a little alley. The complex itself was secluded and

have this power to draw themselves to other foreigners.3 We

peaceful. There was a pagoda in the middle, which was used by

were no exception. We ended up spending quite a bit of time

the children to escape pursuers in their tag-games. They would

with other foreigners in the city, and these included Americans,

jump up the ledge and then down the other side. Ideally, the

Brits, Canadians and Australians. There were other nationalities

chaser would be slowed by that and go for someone easier

too, but I’m trying to prove that English was necessary for me to

instead. The Johnson family lived on the second floor, which was

learn, not Korean. For some reason, in a foreign gathering,

nice. We, I mean, Danai and his family lived on the sixth floor,

English becomes the dominant language. So even though there

which meant that by the time you reached the fourth floor you

were Koreans, Norwegians, Germans and all these other

were so tired and out of breath that you could do nothing but
zombie-walk the last two flights. In China it is law that you need
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to include a lift into the building plan if you have more than seven

rude and bad words, which might explain why I had not heard it

floors. Of course, this just means that everyone builds seven-

before.

story buildings and then they can save their money.

I tried to understand it, but the context really wasn’t that

Sorry, I got distracted.

helpful. We ended up not playing Duck, Duck, Goose. As we were

That Friday they had met at the Johnson’s house – along

about to start a game we were told that there were snacks and

with quite a few other families (the Williams, Taylors and so on).

cake available.

Danai had been a part of the kids group. They had learnt how to

All of us rushed through the living room where the grownups

draw lions (apparently all you do is start with a square, then a

were sitting and talking. When we walked past our own parents

rectangle neck, another rectangle for the face, but horizontal, and

we slowed down and tried to show that we were patient and not

then a circular mane around it. Oh, and rectangles for the legs

at all greedy for the snacks.

and feet too). Danai was rather proud of his lion and would come

I managed to get a hold of a couple of Oreos and a slice of

to use it in the following years. His favourite animal at that time

lemon and poppy seed cake. After having taken what I wanted, I

was actually a lion, mainly because of Mufasa. Anyway, moving

walked over to the other group of children.

on.

‘ . . . stupid,’ Anne said to Lily.
‘Nice lions guys,’ David said.4 ‘Do you guys want to play a

game?’
‘Yeah!’ we all shouted.
‘What do you want to play? Anyone have any suggestions?’
‘Can we play Freeze Tag?’ Patrick asked.
‘No. Maybe later before dinner. For now, we need to stay
inside.’
‘We can play Duck, Duck, Goose?’ Tim suggested.
‘Duck, Duck, Goose is stupid,’ Anne said.
Stupid. There’s the word. I had never heard it before. I

‘You’re stupid,’ I said to Anne.
Anne turned to me and her eyes flew open. Her four-yearold face turned to a scowl and her lip was shaking.
‘I’m telling mom! She’s gonna tell on your mom and you’re
gonna get a spanking.’
She stormed oﬀ and pushed past me.

‘Stupid. There’s the word.
I had never heard it
before.’

should probably tell you – most of these are very conservative
Americans, so ‘stupid’, ‘idiot’, and so on, were all considered

Honestly, I wasn’t sure what I had done. I used a new word.
It had obviously worked, although perhaps not as I had intended.
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I felt like the other children looked at me coldly – as if I had now

‘We do not use that word in our family.’

become an outcast. I walked away to the other side of the room

Her mother’s grip tightened around her shoulder and Anne

and ate my cookies. I felt upset. Not because I was scared of

squealed as she was marched towards the bedroom.

getting a spanking – that is just some American thing – in Sweden

A few moments later smacks were heard.

children just call BRIS5 (we don’t really, but hitting children is not

Anne came out with red beneath her eyes and her lower lip

legal). I was upset because I wasn’t even sure what I had done. I

was trembling. I looked at her with a sad face and then returned

was just trying to be like them.

to my Oreos.

My mum found me and took me to the Johnson parents’

So that’s it. That’s the story. Not the most exciting, I do

bedroom. Anne wore a self-righteous smirk on her face. My mum

apologise. I have used the word ‘stupid’ numerous times since,

sat me down on the bed and asked what had happened. So I told

without negative consequences. I do think it’s a decent word.

her about the word and how I heard it and then tried to use it. She

Things can be stupid, and people too – just refrain from telling

explained to me what it meant and then told me to apologise to

them that to their face.

Anne.
When we came out of the bedroom Anne seemed
disappointed. She must have expected a scream or at least tears
on my face. I walked up to her.
‘Sorry for calling you stupid,’ I said.
‘I forgive you,’ she said. Her mother stood behind her and
smiled.
Our mothers started to talk above us. Anne’s mother told
mine that she needed to teach her son better, to not call people

Endnotes:
1. In case you’re wondering, by ‘Chinese’ I mean Mandarin Chinese (the real kind
of Chinese).
2. They know ‘Haallooo’ and ‘F*** you.’ They’re surprisingly good at pointing the
finger. In their defense, they have no idea what it means – they’ve just seen it in
Hollywood movies (so blame Hollywood – not the Chinese).
3. This is a universally true fact.
4. David was the one teaching us how to draw these lions.
5. Stands for ‘Barnens rätt i samhället,’ which means ‘Children’s right in society.’

names. Mine then proceeded to say how I had learnt of the word.
Suddenly Anne began to look worried and started to look up at
her mother.
‘Oh really. Is that so? Anne said that did she? Is this true
Anne?’
‘I didn’t want to play Duck, Duck, Goose,’ Anne answered.
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The First Stories | by Eric Sanchez
FIRST KISS

FIRST GLASSES

I never kissed anyone before so I swallowed her instead. It was

I’ve lived blind ever since the world began. For some reason, I

almost entirely, possibly by mistake. I still say that it doesn’t

thought that inventing something and calling them glasses would

count.

help.

FIRST PLANT

FIRST BOOK

Something called a plant grew from the ground and turned

The first book she ever read was called If You Read this Book for

green. The sun was very happy. When the sun felt sleepy, it

the First Time in Your Life You Will Never Read a Book Ever

closed its eyes and dreamed of all the fun they would have

Again. After reading it, she found out that the author was herself.

letting it grow bigger and stronger than any other being on the

She was so angry she never read another book.

planet.
FIRST LIFE
‘This is my first attempt at creating . . . um . . . so . . . here it is.’
‘What a most peculiar experiment! What do you call it?’
‘Um . . . um . . . life . . . ’
‘Oh . . . they are so cute. You surely will let them have
intelligence, concepts of death, and breeding, and hunger, and
emotion, and killing, and survival.’
‘Um . . . okay . . . ’

FIRST PAINTING
An artist painted his first canvas, which was a world with a lot of
neat little things called humans that move through something
called history. Even now, he still says that he cannot get it right.
FIRST GOVERNMENT
‘This, truly, is the first great government in the entire history of
mankind. Everyone’s happy, everyone can choose his own path
to the best of his abilities, everyone respects the liberties of
everyone else and no one is being oppressed.’
‘Yep.’
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‘You must tell me how you did it!’

FIRST REPORT

‘No.’

‘Wrong, wrong, wrong!’ I said and spat. ‘If 9-C is not presented

FIRST SECRET

correctly into the RFG-123 file with the appropriate W108 fillings
and the markings by the SDE-1001 Inc. to accommodate the

I know your secret and you know I know it. That’s why we play

sharing of the 800-X64 compromise, how are we supposed to get

this game. We’ll pretend to date, we’ll pretend to love each other,

into the P.O.W.P.3 deal?’

and we’ll pretend we could not live without each other. We’ll get
married, have a family, have children and grow old together. If

The wannabe sculptor shot me through the head.

everything goes right, maybe, just maybe, I’ll not tell anyone.

FIRST SEX

FIRST KILLER

What’s up? I’m here to teach you all about the sex. Yes. First you

‘Jolly good day to your sir, how may I help you?’
‘Um . . . I wanna kill you. Slice you open.’

do this. Then, you move up, down, up, up, left, right, up, down,
up, left, up, right, down, right, up, down and press start. Then,
you uncover the treasure and sure enough, you start feeling like
you wasted an entire day doing that. You know that. The sex. The

‘What? That is most outrageous! Any particular reason why?’

sex is what I’m talking about. Sex.

‘Not really. I’m hungry and the voices in my head tell me I should

FIRST FLIGHT

do this.’
‘Hmm . . . okay, I’ll allow it, just this once. But this is something
you should not teach anyone else, do you understand? I don’t
want this becoming a habit.’
‘Deal.’

I was scared of flying at first. The first flight I ever took, and the
last, the plane crashed and killed everyone in it. Including me. I’m
dead. I’m a ghost. I’m a ghost that talks about his death before it
happens because I’m on the plane now. I think. I’m not sure
anymore but I’m a ghost that’s still scared of planes.
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FIRST DEMONIC POSSESSION

‘We are not friends anymore.’

It turns out she was possessed all this time. We didn’t really

FIRST NOVEL

notice because she was such a bitch. We guess we are sorry . . .
we are not sure. It’s all very weird.
FIRST DEATH
They did not know what was going to happen so they let him be.
But he started doing strange things like breathing, moving and
begging in whimpers for help and mercy. They decided to place
him in a hole so he could sort out his thoughts in peace and pour
some dirt into it so he wouldn’t be cold.
FIRST TASTE OF SALT
‘This meat needs more of something . . . but what could it be?’
I searched for fifty years around the world for an answer and
finally found it. Salt.
When I came back, my family was dead and everyone who
remembered me hated me. But that meat . . . it tasted better. Not
a lot, but better.
FIRST FRUIT

It turned out that the best novel I would ever write in my one
million year lifespan was the first one I did while I was high and in
love. That’s the only one everyone remembers and wants to talk
about. And after five hundred years, fan conventions really start
losing their appeal.
FIRST DEDICATION
‘Wow, wow, wow! This is the first time I have had the chance to
dedicate something I have done with my bare hands to someone.
It feels wonderful! It feels empowering, melancholic, intriguing,
mysterious, and majestic! Once in a lifetime kind of opportunities!
So I would like to dedicate this to my . . . wait . . . what’s going on
. . . no, no I haven’t started . . . no . . . no . . . damn . . . ’
FIRST WIFE
‘You are the love of my life. I’m never, ever, ever, ever, ever going
to leave you or cheat on you or call you fat or steal your fortune to
get drunk with my friends because you are my wife and I am,
above all things on this earth, a believer in the sanctity of
marriage.’

‘So what’s your favorite of this so-called fruit?’
‘Tomatoes.’
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FIRST SPIDER
My beloved pet dog, Yummy, was actually a giant black widow
disguised with dog skin this whole time. Sometimes life has a way
of giving you the things you need the most when you are thinking.
Thinking of vengeance.
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Sally’s First Kiss | by Lauren Coﬃn
‘We killed somebody.’
Rick Grayson, oﬃcer of the law, leaned forward and asked,

met, which is how we come to kill a man last night at fifteen
minutes to midnight.’

‘Can you repeat that for me?’

‘Her greasy brown hair stuck out

‘The man said we killed somebody,’ said the girl, putting

in all directions, and her chin and

her left hand on her hip. ‘It's a cold reality, sir, but a plain fact and
one we've got to own up to.’

forehead had five pimples

‘I'm sorry, how old are you?’

between them.’

She answered, ‘I'm thirteen. He's twelve. We killed
somebody last night and we've come here to clear our
consciences.’
Rick looked the two of them over: a boy, tall for twelve and
scrawny with a timid demeanor, and a girl, well dressed and well
fed but poorly groomed. Her greasy brown hair stuck out in all
directions, and her chin and forehead had five pimples between
them. Rick said, ‘Why don't you two just take a seat, tell me your
names, and start this story from the beginning.’
‘My name's Sally.’ She waited for a minute then elbowed
the boy.
‘ . . . Turk,’ he whispered.
‘The heck it is! His name's Tyler, and don't you let him tell
you otherwise. Tyler Gordon, and I'm Sally Winfield, and you can
talk to both our mamas about it at bingo if you don't believe me.’
Oﬃcer Grayson nodded slowly. ‘At bingo,’ he repeated.
‘Yes sir, Saturday night at six every week at the community

With this, Sally Winfield slid into the booth opposite Oﬃcer
Grayson, who waved for the waitress to come over as he asked,
‘You two had breakfast yet?’
‘No’ Tyler answered begrudgingly, shooting a look at Sally.
He sank himself down into the seat next to her.
‘What do you say we sort this out over a stack of pancakes
then?’
Tyler lit up. ‘Yeah!’
Sally rolled her eyes. ‘Show some manners, will ya? Yes,
we'd like pancakes, thank you, sir.’
‘You're quite welcome.’ Rick turned to the waitress, whose
notepad was out and at the ready. ‘Pancakes for them. Fresh
coﬀee for me, please.’
‘I'll have coﬀee, too,’ Tyler said.
The waitress eyed Rick, who mouthed the word decaf. She
nodded and went on her way.

center, which is where our mamas volunteer, which is how we
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‘Now,’ said Rick, setting his elbows on the table. ‘Tell me
what happened.’
‘Well, sir,’ Sally began, ‘it all started when Tyler and me met
at bingo, like I said.
We were waiting for our mamas to finish cleaning up and we
got to talking, sir, 'bout whatever we could think to talk about.
So, Tyler says how he can't stand his gym teacher Mr. Peterson –’
‘Peterson?’ Rick repeated, sitting up.

Rick's face broke into a smile, but he held back his laughter.
‘Is that right?’
‘Yes, sir, and I didn't know what to do. I'm a lady, you know,
and I didn't want nothing improper.’
‘No, of course not,’ Rick said. He glanced at Tyler, who was
trying to hide the fact that his face had turned deep red.
‘So I told him he could kiss me, eventually, but not right then
cause I wasn't ready.’

‘Yes, sir.’

Tyler cut in, ‘Sally, does he have to know all this?’

‘Jim Peterson? Who died last night?’

‘Yes, Tyler, ‘course he does, otherwise how's he supposed

Sally cocked her head. ‘Boy, have you been listening to a
word I said? Yes, Jim Peterson, who died last night, on account
of we killed him.’

to follow the rest of the story? Oh, look, that was fast.’
The waitress returned carrying two plates stacked with
pancakes and coﬀee for the men.

Tyler nodded and sank into his seat.

‘Thank you, Patty,’ Rick called after her, and she waved.

‘Listen,’ Rick answered, ‘I'm awful sorry that you lost your

‘Anyway,’ Sally went on, pouring syrup with careful

gym teacher, you two, but Jim died of natural causes. A heart-

precision. ‘I told my cousin Lana all about it – she's older then

attack is what it looks like. It's got nothing to do with you.’

me, she's sixteen, she knows about boys – and then she asked

‘It's got everything to do with us. That night at bingo I told
Tyler about how I hated Mr. Peterson, too, God rest his soul,
'cause one day he called me fat in front of the whole class.’
‘Well that ain't right,’ said Rick, whose expression seemed
to have gotten stuck on perplexed.
‘No, it ain't. Anyway, me and Tyler, we bonded real fast over
that, and before you know we was meeting up every week and

me if it was gonna be my first kiss. And I said yes. And she asked
if it was gonna be his first kiss, too, and I said yes.’
Tyler was too busy eating to be embarrassed this time.
Sally continued, ‘And she told me that when two people
both have their very first kiss together, they get a wish. One wish
that both of them have to make while they're kissing. So I told
Tyler about it, and he said it was dumb –’

talkin' and spendin' time together. And that's when Tyler asked if

‘It was dumb,’ Tyler mumbled through a mouthful of food.

he could kiss me.’

‘Well look at where we are right now, boy, and tell me it was
dumb!’
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Tyler grunted and continued eating.
‘I swear.’ Sally said. ‘Anyway . . . even though Tyler said it
was dumb, I told him we should just go ahead and make a wish

‘Well alright then. I appreciate you coming clean, I really do,
but I'm gonna tell you something now and I want you to take me
very seriously. You didn't kill your gym teacher.’

anyway. It's not like it'd hurt anything. And he said okay.’
Sally paused then, so Rick let her know he was following
with a nod. ‘Okay.’

Sally was about to protest, but Rick held up a palm to stop
her.
‘It's a weird coincidence. I'll give you that. But I promise you

‘We set up a time – last night, just before midnight – and we

– you are not responsible for what happened to Mr. Peterson.

snuck out of our houses and we met at the bingo center, and we

Truth be told, the only one responsible is Mr. Peterson himself.

both kissed.’

Man had a fridge full of mayonnaise, cheese and butter. That's it.’

‘What did you wish for?’ asked Rick.
‘For our awful gym teacher to go away.’
‘I see.’ Rick took a long drink from his mug. ‘I see.’
‘We didn't mean to kill him. We just didn't ever wanna see
him again. We didn't think he'd have to die for that to happen, but

‘I still think we had something to do with it,’ Sally argued.
‘This here is more than coincidence, sir.’
‘I'll tell you what, then. Here's what I'm gonna do. I'm gonna
ask you both to swear to me that you'll never wish another man ill
again. Will you do that?’

he did. We done wrong and now we got to pay for it, and that's

‘Yes, sir, I swear.’

all.’

Tyler swallowed his food. ‘I swear. Sir.’
‘Is that the whole story?’

‘Good. So long as you keep your word, I will swear to keep

‘Yes, sir.’

mine: I'm gonna keep all this a little secret between you and me.

‘Anything you'd like to add, Tyler?’

Deal?’
‘Deal!’ Tyler shouted.

‘ . . . we snuck out of our houses
and we met at the bingo center,
and we both kissed.’

‘Deal. Thank you, oﬃcer. You've shown us real kindness
today.’
‘It's my pleasure, little lady. I got to get back to the station
now, but you two stay here, finish your breakfast, and enjoy the
rest of the day, alright? Alright.’

The boy looked at Oﬃcer Grayson, then at Sally, then at his
plate. ‘I'm sorry we wished what we did.’
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Oﬃcer Rick Grayson left to pay for their meal at the front
counter. Before walking out the door, he turned and gave them a
final little wave.
‘He was real nice, wasn't he?’ Sally said.
‘Mm. Say, you think we shoulda told him how we snuck into
Peterson's house and scared him real good after we kissed?’
‘What's that got to do with anything? You wanna add
breaking and entering to murder, boy? I swear, if you weren't my
boyfriend, I'd smack you right upside the head.’
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